
 

nWave Pictures Distribution Launches Red Star’s New 4D 
Attraction Film “The Lost World” at IAAPA 2013 in Orlando 
 
The company unveils additional plans for the 2014 release of a 4D attraction film 
based on the upcoming 3D feature-length animated film “The House of Magic”.  
 
Orlando (Florida) and Brussels (Belgium) /PRNEWSWIRE/ Nov. 19, 2013 -- nWave Pictures 
Distribution will premiere its newest 4D attraction film “The Lost World” at this week’s IAAPA 
Annual Attractions Expo in Orlando, Fl.  Produced by British animation studio Red Star and directed 
by Ben Smith, this epic film takes the audiences into a whole new world of adventure, 40 million 
years in the making. This new 11-minute 4D title is exclusively distributed by nWave and will be 
available to theme parks and attraction exhibitors worldwide. The company has also confirmed the 
Spring 2014 release of its new 4D production “The House of Magic: The 4D Experience.” 
 
“The Lost World 4D” depicts the story of Bob, a 
stressed executive who heads to a deserted island 
for a much-needed vacation. It's a perfect place to 
relax, with sandy beaches and coconut trees... until 
his paradise turns out to be home to a lost world 
of prehistoric dinosaurs. Fierce Raptors, flying 
Pterosaurs, giant Triceratops, and the mighty T-
Rex all roam this hostile world. With assistance 
from his unlikely rescuer, Professor Lizzie, Bob 
sets out to escape from these terrifying predators. 
 
The trailer of “The Lost World” can be seen on 
nWave’s YouTube channel at http://goo.gl/ndFcVl 
The poster image and production stills can be 
downloaded at http://goo.gl/NFS4dI  
 
From Tuesday to Friday this week, IAAPA 
attendees will experience “The Lost World 4D” in 
nWave’s state-of-the-art 3D theater at booth 
#4828 in the Orlando Convention Center. 
 
“After our successful launch earlier this year of the 
‘The Good The Bad and A Horse 4D’ and ‘Space 
Chase 3D – The Ride’, we are thrilled to again 
partner with Red Star on another quality film, the 33rd title in our popular catalog of 4D 
attraction films,” said Eric Dillens, Chairman of nWave Studios. “This comic, fast-paced, 
entertaining and immersive adventure is ideally suited for spectacular special effects. From a 
wild jeep ride through a dense tropical rainforest to a perilous flight above and inside this 
forgotten island, this adventure will offer a thrilling experience to audiences.” 
 

http://goo.gl/ndFcVl
http://goo.gl/NFS4dI


 

“Although we designed a high-energy entertaining animated film for theme parks, we knew that to fit 
the mission of institutional venues, we needed to depict the dinosaurs realistically, in a scientifically 
accurate way, so we concentrated a lot of effort to meet that expectation,” explains the film’s director 
and Red Star’s creative director Ben Smith. “For extra impact, the use of 3D creates the illusion that the 
dinosaurs are coming out of the screen, while the addition of 4D effects such as water splashes, 
vibration, wind blasts, seat drops, lighting, leg tickles and motion cues will totally immerse viewers.” 
 
nWave has also confirmed plans to launch in Spring 2014 the new 4D production “The House of 
Magic: The 4D Experience” directed by Ben Stassen and Jeremy Degruson. The 12-minute 4D 
attraction film features Thunder, an abandoned young cat, who stumbles into the strangest house 
imaginable, owned by an old magician and inhabited by a dazzling array of automatons and 
gizmos.  A teaser image can be downloaded at http://goo.gl/uFHLty The attraction film is based on 
the characters from the company’s newest feature-length 3D animated film, “The House of Magic 
3D” which is set for launch this Christmas in select international territories including Belgium, 
France, Italy, South Korea, Singapore and Turkey, and later in the UK, Germany and Australia.  
 
IAAPA Attractions Expo is the largest international tradeshow for the amusements and attractions 
industry, with more than 26,000 attractions professionals attending from around the world. 
 
About nWave Studios 
nWave Studios, an associate company of StudioCanal, was the first fully integrated digital studio to specialize 
in the production and distribution of stereoscopic/3D films. nWave was founded in 1993 by Ben Stassen and 
D&D Entertainment Group and quickly established itself as the world’s leading independent producer and 
distributor of specialty films for location-based entertainment and institutional venues, with over 70 titles in 
its current catalog. In 2008, the company produced its first feature-length 3D animated film, “Fly Me To The 
Moon”, followed by “Sammy’s Adventures: The Secret Passage” (2010) and its sequel “Sammy’s Adventures: 
Escape from Paradise” (2012). These three titles generated more than $150 million in cumulative gross box 
office. In 2011, nWave secured a coproduction, co-financing and worldwide distribution deal for four new 
feature-length 3D animated films with Paris-based StudioCanal, including “The House of Magic 3D”, set for 
release this Christmas.  nWave Studios is headquartered in Brussels (Belgium) with a sales office in Burbank 
(Calif.). For more information: http://www.nWave.com or 
http://www.facebook.com/nWavePicturesDistribution 
 
About Red Star Films 
Red Star is an award-winning 3D animation studio based in Sheffield, England. The privately –owned 
company produces 4D films for theme parks and attractions venues worldwide. For more information 
http://www.redstar3D.com 
 
Press Contacts: 
Brian McWilliams, +1 310‐838‐4010, bmcwilliams@spellcom.com 
Julien Bollee, +33 66-445-0020, jbollee@nWave.com 
Ben Smith, +44 114-286-6232, hello@redstar3D.com 
 
nWave is a registered trademark of nWave Pictures SA/NV. 
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